ProBlock is helping to improve efficiency for masons with a suite of innovative new concrete masonry products.

Masonry Contractor Benefits Include:

- **Balanced & Lightweight** – ProBlock can be lifted by one person, with one hand, even in 12” versions
- **Reduced Number of Rebar Splices** – masons will love how ProBlock can go around rebar, instead of up and over
- **Improved Productivity** – you can finish the job more efficiently per mason
- **Decreased Risk of Labor Injuries** – lighter weights and not having to go up and over rebar will help lower your risk for injuries & decrease rate of claims
- **Compliant** – our products comply with ASTM C90
- **Improved Market Share** – ProBlock makes masonry more competitive with other wall systems on cost and schedule

*ProBlock weighs less than traditional CMU. This weight reduction, along with a unique, patented design, equates to an increase in production of up to nearly 75%.*
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ProBlock is an innovative new concrete masonry block that is reshaping the building industry.

Architectural Benefits Include:
- **Energy Code Compliance** – enables single wythe masonry to more easily comply with Energy Code.
- **Energy Efficiency** – achieve R-values up to 19
- **Competitive Cost Structure** – other high R-value masonry systems can be cost prohibitive; ProBlock offers the economic savings of single wythe masonry construction
- **Compliance** – ProBlock complies with ASTM C90
- **Shortened Construction Schedule** – lightening the load of masons increases productivity
- **Reduced Construction Costs** – higher productivity per mason means lower costs for you
- **Design Flexibility** – open up the realm of architectural design possibility
- **Innovative Design** – engineered to maximize masonry performance
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